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To all the children of Burkina 
 

May the energy of Good light your way and guide you 
 

In your many choices. 
 
 
 

"Stars don't wait for the night to shine" 
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ATTACK 1 
 
 
 

Kinkirga: Helter-skelter town Desolate town Tattered town Panicked town Everywhere everywhere 

Frightened town Alarmed town Terrorised town Traumatised town Everywhere everywhere In all 

directions Everything is upside down People seek just one thing That is to save their lives Every 

everywhere Shots Explosions Blood Death Everywhere everywhere People running in all directions 

Like bees Like flies Like mosquitos Like ants Everyone is running Everyone is lost People crush others 

under their feet without a care Everyone’s trying to save their ass The sirens of ambulances The sirens 

of police cars The sirens of the municipal police Hooting Screaming The noise of screeching tires The 

noise of whistling bullets The noise of cars colliding The noise of motorbikes falling The noise of army 

megaphones All at the same time A small girl looks for her mother She cries m’ma m’ma but her voice 

is snuffed out by the terrifying enchanted orchestra Blind beggars go round in circles Screams from 

women and men Insecure town despite the strong presence of security forces It’s hustle and bustle 

The symphony of fear Screams Screams Screams Gasping town Attacked town Surrounded town 

Bloodied town Everywhere everywhere Running With no specific direction In the hope of finding shelter 

And more explosions still And more machine-gun fire still In the biggest avenue Blood Dead It’s a dark 

day Another dark Friday Everything accelerated suddenly Time is also running like the humans Time is 

running even faster than the bullets Everything is running Seconds Minutes Journalists Cameras Mikes 

Recorders Cameras Reporters and their pens Everything is running Prayers are also running towards 

God angels and saints Rosaries throw themselves into the race Everything is running Everything is 

fleeing The phone network has fled Electricity has just fled A few minutes ago Peace has fled Love has 

fled Charity has fled Courage has fled In a fraction of a second Hope has fled Solidarity has fled The 

rule of law has fled Democracy has fled Everything is fleeing Justice is fleeing Expatriates are fleeing 

Tourists are fleeing Natives are fleeing Embassies are fleeing Investors are fleeing Future prosperity is 

fleeing Freedom is fleeing Catastrophic town The capital is falling apart It is certainly the deadliest 

terrorist attack the country has ever seen Everywhere everywhere Utter confusion Screams Bloods 

The injured without assistance Helter-skelter town Desolate town Tattered town Panicked town Shots 

Simultaneous explosions More shots Screams Shots Screams Screams Screams Screams Then all of 

a sudden Silence. 

 

All is still in the town. Immobile. 
 

Except for two individuals on the outskirts of the town who continue running A policeman 

chasing a terrorist Their pumping legs following each other Their boots touching the ground 

drum out the beat TUM TAM TUM TAM Jerky heart beats TAM TUM TAM TUM Irregular 

beats TUM TAM TUM TUM TUM TAM It's hot There's sweat everywhere Despite the scrapes 

from thorny trees The knocks from hard rocks The blood and pain from wounds The heavy 

cloak of fatigue One must catch the other The other must escape from one It's a matter of life 

or death They are both tired but they must continue Continue for kilometres still To cross 

small forests muddy and infested zones TUM TAM TUM TAM TAM TUM TAM TUM TUM 

TAM TUM 
 

Policeman: Bastard! ... Son of a bitch! ... You are not getting away...When I catch you, I'm 

going to kill you slowly... First I will tie to you to a burning rock...then I will cut off your fingers, 

one by one... your toes, one by one...
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Terrorist: Blessed be the Eternal, the Misericord! ...May Allah gratify me with His grace... 
 

Policeman: No I will cut his tongue first...to not have to listen to a single dirty word from his 

dirty mouth...Just screams. He will express himself with nothing but screams...Then I will burn 

his balls until they are roasted. I will make him eat his own testicles...Then I will gouge out his 

eyes, his eardrums… 
 

Terrorist: Salalahou alayhi wa sallam (peace and salvation on Him) give me strength! ...I 

honoured you this morning. Allah bestow your grace on me... when the final moment 

comes…Ash-hadou, ‘an laa ilaaha,… illallahou wahdahouuuu,… laa shariika lahouuu, wa 

ash-hadou,…anna Mohammadan, ‘Abdouhouuu, wa Rasoulouhouuu! (I attest that there is no 

other divinity except Allah. I attest that Mohammed is His servant and His messenger). 
 

Kinkirga: TUM TAM TUM TAM...Then A passage Through a hill Hee hee Wrong It's not a 

passage But a cave A dead-end The terrorist is stuck Gasping The policeman is at the 

entrance of the cave Also gasping He aims his AK 47 at the terrorist's back. Things are 

getting interesting. Kinkirga likes that. 
 
 
 

ATTACK II 
 
 
 

[Everyone is out of breath] 
 

Policeman: Stop! ... Piece of garbage! Don't 
move...you're finished. 

 

Terrorist: … 
 

 Policeman: Your gun...drop it! Do it now! 
 

Terrorist: … 
 

Policeman: Drop your weapon! Do it...and I want to see your hands...or I will take 

you down. 
 

Terrorist: ... I fear not death. It is ... life that I fear...Innaa lillaahi wa 

‘innaa …‘ilayhi raaji’houun (We all belong to Allah and it is towards Him that we will return). 
 

Policeman: Your Devil of a God...can do nothing more for you. Filthy rat! Put your 

gun down... and turn around slowly...keep your hands in the air. 
 

Terrorist: Shoot! ...I hate talkers. Shoot! ... and we will explode together. Whether right now 

or later...I'm ready to die. Allaahumma’journi fii musiibatii,… wa ‘akhliflii khayran minhaa. (Oh 

Lord! Give me retribution in my tribulations and reward me with something much better). 
 

Policeman: Quiet asshole! Be quick… hey hey (accelerate)! 
 

Terrorist: What are you waiting for to shoot? ... You are scared… to explode with me? You 

want to live!... That's your weakness... Life! Aha! When death knocks at the door, we open 

the door and welcome death with open arms. 
 

Policeman: Shut it! Not a move...Step back another inch and I'll blow your brains out... 

don't come towards me! Stop! 
 

Terrorist (twisting in pain): I am... not... programmed...for regret. My soul... 

exalts the Lord: I celebrate...the fireworks...of this morning. Those flames which
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purified...this earth and ate...the souls of unbelievers. It will take...weeks to finish...counting... 

the corpses of all those kaffirs, roasted, flamed. It's a victory of Allah! Allahou akbar! Blessed 

be He! 
 

Terrorist: Allaahoumma … moun zilal-kitaabi … sarii’al-hisaabi … ihzimil-‘ahzaaba … 

Allahoumma ihzimhoum … wa zalzilhoum ! (Oh Lord! You who gave us the book, You who is 

prompt in Your judgement, vanquish the coalition. Oh Lord, vanquish them and make them tremble). 

Curse on you!... Curse on your country...your colleagues...your fami... 
 

Policeman: Dog! Viper! Let's finish this 
 

Kinkirga: No. Not so fast young man. Kinkirga does not like short films. He likes things to 

last. If the head of the bandits dies, that's the end. Freeze both of you. There! Don't move. 

Humans are strong in the art of mistaking the enemy. Always. Of making mistakes among 

themselves. Of just making mistakes. Kinkirga is going to tell you the story of the fox. Not the 

same story. But the same fox. The one who created misery for the crow. The master fox! 
 

It was the time when animals still lived together. In perfect harmony. Each contented 

themselves with the resources of their den to live. After the crow, the master fox decided to 

seek other victims. But this time he changed tactics. He decided to meddle in the internal 

affairs of different species in the wild. This is the tactic of "Papatoya". Of "Nafigui". Of "I get 

involved in things that are none of my business." Of "Divide and rule". Woe betide those who 

listen to him. No pity when one wants to dominate. Open sesame. Malice. Trickery. Show 

yourselves. The fox went first to see the leopards. Internal troubles started there all of a 

sudden. The leopards tore each other apart. Master fox extracted oil and coltan as he liked. 

He introduced himself as a friend to the panthers. Carried off all the wood from the panther's 

forest and precious stones. The fox went to the elephants. Ivory, coffee and cocoa 

disappeared from sight. To the hawks. Wings of liberty crushed. To the black palancas or the 

black antelopes. The blood of the antelopes flowed while the fox adorned himself with shiny 

jewels. Everywhere he went disaster followed. 
 

No pity when one wants to dominate. Open sesame. Malice. Trickery. Show yourselves. He 

even tamed the indomitable lions. Using an old lion to do his dirty work. The fox always used 

someone on the inside. Collected information and then meddled. Subtly. And then he went to 

the stallions. Icons of revolution for the whole bush. Result. The proud horses were 

transformed into pâté, and gold was pillaged. The fox continued. The super eagles fell by 

hundreds to the ground. Because of the religions that the fox had imposed on them. The fox 

is like that. The whole bush must see with his eyes. Hear with his ears. Eat through his 

mouth. It was the reign of the single worldview. 
 

Pharaohs mummified. Mediterranean knights executed. Desert warriors neutralised. Today 

the fox still moves freely. Undisturbed. From north to south. From east to west. And as he 

passes by, all the animals bow down. From the zebus of Madagascar to the eagles of Mali. 

From the blue sharks of Cape Verde to the squirrels of Benin. From the swallows of Burundi 

to the scorpions of Gambia. From the wild dogs of Guinea-Bissau to the crocodiles of 

Lesotho. From the menas of Niger to the lions of Teranga. They all bowed down. The fox 

passed by and grabbed. Cobalt. Platinum. Diamond. Copper. Antimony. Bauxite. Chrome. 

Iron. Manganese. Phosphate. Lead. Coal. Natural gas. Uranium. Thorium... The fox passed 

by. Crises worsened. The fox passed by. The bush got poorer. The fox passed by. 

Dictatorship reigned through animal proxies. Through animals imposed by elections. The fox 

passed by. Terrorism grew. Sometimes he presented himself as a defender of animal rights 

and of peace. Other times as a veterinarian bringing foodstuffs and medicines for injured 

animals, victims of the war he had created. Since the fox started passing by the bush has 

become a real jungle. Imagine. All the animals of the bush together. The have one common 
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enemy. But none of them knows it. If they stopped killing each other. If they all united against 

the fox. Despite his tricks. Despite his looted wealth. Despite his weapons of mass 

destruction. Imagine. It would be an exciting action film. Nail-biting. Like the animals. Humans 

also always mistake who the enemy is. Kinkirga wants to see a good action film that lasts. 

With unexpected twists. With suspense. 
 

So young man, before pulling the trigger. Look at him. In his eyes.  

Rolling and... Action. 

[The Policeman stares fixedly at the face of the terrorist. A long silence. The terrorist looks at 

the policeman with haggard eyes). 
 

Policeman: Oued? 
 

Terrorist: ... 
 

Policeman: Your face looks familiar! Your face reminds me of someone. Please say you are 

not that someone! You are not Ouedraogo! Are you? 
 

Terrorist: ... 
 

Gendarme: Shit! Answer! 
 

Terrorist: ... 
 

Policeman: Oued? No! The last time we saw each other was eleven years ago...but your 

eyes, your nose, your face haven't really changed. Oued! 
 

Terrorist: Oued died... a long time ago. Now...it's Ibn Moktar. 
 

Policeman: No! ... No! ...No! 
 

Kinkirga: Now he is troubled. Eaten up by uncertainty. He is no longer master of his game. 

Feelings are bubbling in him and he is plunged into confusion. 
 

Policeman: Shit! Shit! Shit! No way. Crap! ...Tell me again that you are not Oued, my 
childhood friend, ... my best friend, my more-than-a-brother! 

 

Kinkirga (excited): I like this! Torn between hate and love at the same time. This promises 

to be exciting. 
 

Terrorist: I told you...Diallo. Oued is...dead and buried...in Bougsemtenga. 
 

Policeman: I haven't forgotten the past even if it is difficult. When Fulani and Mossi were 

killing each other, your father, even though he was a Mossi, fed and protected a Fulani family 

during the community clashes that lasted two weeks. He hid us in the store of the dispensary 

where he kept medicines. He was a great man with a big heart. 
 

Terrorist: And you don't care that Fulani slit his throat just because he was a Mossi? The 

same Fulani that he had spent fifteen years of his life caring for? The same Fulani for whom 

he risked his life countless times in this Sahel? Do you think that there can be worse 

ingratitude than that? Throat slit! You hear me? Throat slit! 
 

Policeman: ...Of course, it was a shock for all of us...all night...
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Terrorist: Stop lying! A Fulani is a Fulani. You're all the same! But never mind. I’m not after 

your race. My fight is not for ethnic revenge. We are fighting for a cause much grander and 

nobler. Your conscience, your morals, I stuff them where you think. Finish me off. I'm tired of 

all this. 
 

Policeman: Too many corpses litter our path. Everything happened so quickly. I remember 
everything as if it was just yesterday. 

 

It was a Sunday afternoon. Men wearing boubous over combat fatigues, the colour of sand, 

arrived in the village on motorbikes. They grabbed Sambo the Fulani, put him on the back of 

one of their bikes and rode off. Hours later, Sambo came back running. He had been 

released but he was terrified. Sambo trembled as he stuttered and sputtered. He said that 

they had taken him to a Mossi village a few kilometres from our village. They went directly to 

the village chief. Then they fired shots. Women, men and children ran for cover. Then they 

killed the chief, his son and his brother in front of Sambo. Then, they let him go, greeting him 

loudly in Fulani. Thanking him. Sambo was lost. He had done nothing to be thanked for. On 

the contrary, it should have been him thanking them for having spared his life. Sambo thus 

ran back with all his force to come and tell the village what happened. 
 

An hour after the terrorists left the Mossi village, residents who had recognised Sambo 

grabbed machetes, clubs and poison spears and arrived like a cloud of devastating locusts in 

our village. Not a word said to anyone: the machetes talked, the clubs screamed, the spears 

shouted. Sambo's throat was the first to be slit. Many others were killed that night! They left 

happy and satisfied that they had gotten revenge for their chief. The next morning, the Fulani 

also wanted to get revenge for the death of their fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, sons, 

daughters, grandsons and granddaughters. It was their turn to bring out the machetes, the 

clubs and other types of arms and go off harvesting heads in any Mossi village they crossed. 

That is how the genocide between these two communities was born. Blood. Screams. Blood. 

Fear. The dead. Our dead. 
 

It was a trap. A plan by the terrorist groups to make brothers kill each other. It was when I 

joined the military police, that I understood. The Fulani have never hated the Mossi, and vice-

versa. Mossi and Fulani villages coexisted in total harmony. For proof, you used to live in a 

Fulani community, without the slightest worry. Our two families almost were a single family. 
 

Terrorist: Rubbish. For me, the whole country encouraged this massacre. Why did nobody 

come to save us? Why did the army not intervene in time? Why were there no arrests, no 

judgments, no sentencing of the guilty? Politicians did their show. They strongly condemned 

the massacre, as usual, but without any concrete action. Traditional chiefs did their show, 

pleading for forgiveness and verbally condemning the massacre. Everyone condemned it. 

Verbally as always. But what did the justice system do? Did they think about our families, 

about the children of those massacred? Did they think about supporting them, about their 

rehabilitation, about their future prospects, about their trauma? Some even got rich on the 

tragedy… Everyone tried to take advantage, to monetise the fallen heads. Too many funds 

were raised for strengthening social cohesion and peace. Big cars and nice houses at the 

price of our blood. Too many projects to rebuild intercommunity relations. The whole country 

spoke of nothing else but "social cohesion and peace". They talked, talked, and talked only.
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"Social cohesion and peace" was the favourite theme of conferences, symposia, banquets, 

plays, charity dinners, arts festivals, barbecue festivals, beer festivals. They talked, talked, 

and talked only. But they continued to party in the cities without a care while we toiled. Every 

evening they continued to enjoy bars, night clubs, brothels, dark auditoriums, green parks, 

and to have a clean conscience, they made a lot of brouhaha in the name of "Social cohesion 

and peace". Litres of champagne flowed in the name of "Social cohesion and peace". 

Sparkling wine and flame-grilled chicken of gala dinners in the name of "Social cohesion and 

peace". Nice fatty jollof rice of the lunches of symposia for "Social cohesion and peace". Fruit 

salads, chocolate ice creams, Camembert, smoked salmon, foie gras in the name of "Social 

cohesion and peace". Massive embezzlement for "Social cohesion and peace". And all this 

time, we were eating hunger, thirst and fear! This is why all these infidels of the cities must 

pay. Vomit everything that they ate and drunk in the name of our misery. They have talked 

enough, done enough conferences, debates, in-depth reflections. They have enough material 

to theorise and console themselves after each attack. Us too, we are killing for "Social 

cohesion and peace". We are attacking the countries that are pillaging Africa for "Social 

cohesion and peace". We are fighting the African countries that let themselves be exploited 

for the "Social cohesion and peace" of their communities condemned to misery. We are re-

establishing social justice for social cohesion and lasting peace. We are waging war against 

capitalism, against pagans for the social cohesion and peace of the whole world. Peace for 

everyone or for no one! "I eat and others watch" has gone on too long in this country. We are 

not sub-humans. All these years, they have plugged their ears to not hear our cries, our wails. 

Now our bullets will pierce their ear drums and make them deaf for eternity. They will no 

longer have to make any effort to not hear. We will do them this service with joy. 
 

Kinkirga: Things are starting to heat up nicely. They have twisted the knife in the wounds, 

and there's going to be bleeding. This is good. So, to make the suspense last, Kinkirga is 

going to offer you a small concert as an interval. Exactly like the advertising breaks on TV that 

so irritate viewers. 
 

Yo Yo Kinkirga sound system/ Yo Yo Positive vibration in the house. 
 

Among humans, you have the chosen and you have the others, yo, yo. 
 

A country of multiple inequalities/ A country of terrible disparities 
 

The chosen delight in extreme profligacy/ The others wallow in extreme poverty 
 

From south to the centre, the gap is a wide open bay/ From east to west, the 
difference is night and day 

 

From the north to the other peripheries/ The state has long since ran away!!!  

The chosen and the others. 

The chosen get their healthcare in big city hospitals  

The others pass away in dispensaries with too little  

The chosen and the others. 

The chosen have lab tests, MRIs and medical evacuations 
 

The others just get iodine and a bandage for their wounds' sterilisation
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The chosen and the others. 
 

The chosen have access to education in the big universities 

The others have little to eat other than widespread illiteracy 

The chosen and the others 

 
The chosen possess more than a hundred plots in the city 

 

The others come back from housing allotments hands empty 
 

The chosen and the others. 
 

Children of the chosen pass with flying colours without sitting examinations 
 

Children of the others queue under the burning sun just to submit their applications 
 

The chosen and the others. 
 

The law is not the same for the chosen and for the others. 
 

Duties are not the same for the chosen and for the others. 

How do you become in a place that never becomes  

How do you hope in a place that never hopes  

How do you hold out in a place that does not hold together 

How do you achieve in a place that does not achieve 
 

There will be no future for anyone in a country that has none 
 

How can you become something when born into boundless difficulties?  

In my Sahel everything knows no bounds. 

Sand is boundless/ Poverty is boundless/ Famine is boundless / The sun is boundless / 

Drought is boundless / Epidemics are boundless/ Illiteracy is boundless / Unemployment 

is boundless / Banditry is boundless / Insecurity is boundless / Corruption is boundless / 

Injustice is boundless / Only the daily sweepstakes / Are a source of hope in these states 
 

Tense. They become tense. 
 

They no longer want to be the tortoises of humanity  

They are looking for any occasion to rebel 

To scream out their rage at all the inequalities  

To even give their lives for widespread equity.  

Tense. They become tense. 
 
They want to knock out injustice. 

 

They seek to do justice themselves 
 

Tired of not having mile-long arms and feet 
 

Tired of losing the fight before even getting in the ring.
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And the terrorists take advantage of this. They disguise their cause as your cause and use 

your anger, your hate, your misery, your thirst for justice in the service of their causes, their 

hates, their anger, their acts of terror. Action! 
 

Terrorist: It was the night of horror during which I saw my father scream in pain, and piss 

when the Fulani slit his throat. Mother and I had hidden ourselves. We were in the 

dispensary's storeroom. We ran and ran with all our might. Mother was in front leading the 

way. We no longer cried. We just ran. Without really knowing where we were going. Then a 

scream. I stopped. I no longer saw my mother. Silence. The dark night. I moved forward 

slowly and at the last minute noticed a big open pit at my feet. Such as an abandoned septic 

tank. I didn't know what to do. I didn't hear any sound coming from the pit. I shouted. I 

screamed with all my might hoping that she would hear me and answer. I could not see the 

bottom. It was a black hole. I screamed: Help! Help! But the only answer I had was silence 

and solitude. I was only 13. I looked around everywhere. Nothing until dawn. With dawn's 

light I was able to see that the pit was full of all kinds of waste: dirty water, excrement, plastic 

bags...It seemed very deep. I understood that it was over for my mother. I cried deeply and I 

decided to stop running, to stop fleeing. For what would I live now? That night all appetite for 

life left me. In that pit I buried Oued next to my dear mother. I walked. I walked without a 

name. I walked straight ahead without asking any questions of myself until I lost 

consciousness. I woke up two days later; I was told! In a tent. I saw my saviours. They were 

Seekers of Justice. They had just come back from an attack and picked me up at the entry of 

their camp. They welcomed me with open arms. They fed my body, healed my spirit: they 

taught me how to defend myself, how to use weapons. That is how I met my new family and 

the divine precepts of Allah. That is where Ibn Moktar, the maker of fireworks for the glory of 

Allah, was born. We are soldiers of peace. We confide in Allah five times a day and we put 

Allah first in all our actions. Allahou akbar! We are working for a more beautiful, more just 

world. Where everyone is welcome. Where there are no problems with your ethnicity. 

Everyday dozens of lost youth, with no futures, join us to try to give some meaning to their 

lives. We eat together, we pray together and we fight side by side so as to deserve to die. 

Allahou akbar! 
 

Terrorist: You can't even imagine what's going on. It’s a war of intelligence, and in this war 

we are far ahead of you guys... We have infiltrated everywhere. No one is as false as your 

men. We have moles everywhere, even in your government... Our men are already in place. 

Well, your men really. This evening, it will be your men who will carry out our plan. 
 

Kinkirga: He’s not lying. Kinkirga sees all. Hears all. Freeze both of you! There are too many 
men with snake tongues. Yes. With tongues that are always split in two. Often even Kinkirga 
no longer really knows on which side they stand. Chameleon men who change with each 
situation. Always versatile, ready to follow the money. Owl men. Wolf men. Hyena men. They 
drink with the enemy and piss at home with their families. They eat with the enemy and shit at 
home with their families. They put themselves on both sides in the service of one side. Open 
well their ears, and sleep with one eye open. They pass themselves off as your best friends. 
To then deceive you with a kiss. They sell their brothers for crumbs. They sacrifice the 
destiny of their people for the highest office. They mortgage the future of new generations for 
personal gain. Kinkirga calls them: the Judases of Africa. A real cancer for the continent. 
Virus of its under-development. Each situation has a Judas. It's always from inside that the 
fruit rots. Betrayal is the biggest plight ruining my Sahel. It’s more lethal than AIDS and 
malaria combined. It’s betrayal that condemns the place to economic dependence. Lies are a 
betrayal. Corruption is a disguised name for betrayal. Election rigging is a cunning form of 
betrayal. Plundering the public coffers is a perverse act of betrayal. Modifying the Constitution 
is a betrayal. A coup d’état is a quintessential tool of betrayal. Plotting with terrorist groups 
against your own people is the worst kind of betrayal. They are around us. Everywhere, 
everywhere. It is the reign of Judas. 
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There are high-ranking Judases, with gold stripes who sell their dignity at a discount.  
 

There are Judas generals, colonels, lieutenant-colonels who lead brave soldiers to the 

mouths of demons. 
 

There are trigger-happy Judases who plot with foreign agents to cut short just revolutions and 

bury the findings of researchers. 
 

Political Judases who buy weapons for the terrorists, negotiate with them for an illusory 

peace. 
 

There are Judas judges who bury court files under their bottoms. 
 

Public servant Judas who gamble with the destiny of communities, siphoning off monies for 
building schools, hospitals, roads and boreholes. 

 

Trader Judases who sell food, petrol, phone cards to terrorists at inflated prices, focused on 

making a buck from the situation. 

 

Journalist Judases who deform information and help create panic among communities. 
 

Banker Judases who facilitate transfers and laundering of terrorist money. 
 

Ordinary Judases who serve as guides and informers for terrorists for a few bank notes. 
 

Religious Judases who help indoctrinate new recruits. 
 

Unemployed Judases who join terrorist groups hoping for financial paradise.  

Rolling and... Action. 

Kinkirga: Play! 
 

Policeman: I'm sorry Oued, but time is pressing. I must alert the brigade! Adieu! 
 

Terrorist: Thank you my friend! 
 

Kinkirga: Coldly, he shoots a bullet through his head! The sound of his weapon is echoed by 

other sounds that are even louder. Explosions! A succession of explosions in town, near the 

airport and near the state house! Bastards! The coup has come quicker than planned! The 

policeman falls to his knees holding his head! 
 

Policeman: No! 
 

Kinkirga: The end! 
 
 
 

The End 
 

Ouagadougou, 25 April 2020 


